Abstract. We consider a class of compact homogeneous CR manifolds, that we call n-reductive, which includes the orbits of minimal dimension of a compact Lie group K 0 in an algebraic homogeneous variety of its complexification K. For these manifolds we define canonical equivariant fibrations onto complex flag manifolds. The simplest example is the Hopf fibration S 3 → CP 1 . In general these fibrations are not CR submersions, however they satisfy a weaker condition that we introduce here, namely they are CR-deployments.
Introduction
In this article we focus our attention on a class of compact homogeneous CR manifolds. Our objects will turn out to be minimal orbits of a compact Lie group in their equivariant canonical CR-embedding (see § 4.6). We call them here nreductive (Definition 4.3), because the complex Lie algebra describing their homogeneous CR structure is the direct sum of a nilpotent ideal and of the complexification of their isotropy. Compact homogeneous CR manifolds and associated canonical bundles were also considered in [1, 2, 11] . We shall also consider various canonical fibrations. Let us consider a simple example.
Let Q be the non degenerate Hermitian quadric in CP n , with index q ≤ [ n 2 ]. It is the minimal orbit of the natural action of SU q+1,n−q in CP n . The choice of two Q-polar subspaces S 1 , S 2 of CP n , of dimension q and n − q − 1, respectively, that do not intersect Q, is equivalent to that of a maximal compact subgroup K 0 ≃ S(U q+1 × U n−q ) of SU q+1,n−q . This choice defines a map π : Q → S 1 × S 2 by Q ∋ p −→ π(p) = (π 1 (p), π 2 (p)) ∈ S 1 × S 2 , with {π 1 (p)} = S 1 ∩ pS 2 , {π 2 (x)} = S 2 ∩ pS 1 , which presents Q as a circle bundle over CP q × CP n−q−1 , and reduces, for q = 0, to the classical Hopf fibration of the odd dimensional sphere. The projection π is a CR-submersion, being the restriction of a holomorphic submersion from V = CP n \ (S 1 ∪S 2 ), with fibers biholomorphic to C * . We note that V is a homogeneous space of the complexification K ≃ S(GL q+1 (C) × GL n−q ) of K 0 and that the immersion Q ֒→ V is induced by the inclusion K 0 ⊂ K.
We shall generalize this construction to general n-reductive homogeneous compact CR manifolds. This class contains the minimal orbits of real forms in complex flag manifolds (see [3] ), and, more in general, the compact homogeneous CR manifold arising as intersections of general orbits with their Matsuki dual (see [15, 5] ).
Our generalization of the Hopf fibration will yield CR maps which are smooth submersions, but which may fail, in general, to be CR-submersions. They satisfy, however, a weaker requirement, which lead us to the notions of CR-spread and CR-deployment. A CR map π : M → N is a CR-spread if N has the minimal CR structure for which π is a CR map, and a CR-deployment if, moreover, dπ is injective on the analytic tangent bundle. We prove that an n-reductive M has a CRdeployment over a complex flag manifold by a map that restricts a holomorphic fibrations with Stein fibers (see Theorems 7.8, 7.9) . This notion has also a counterpart for foliated complex manifolds, connected to the Segre varieties associated to a CR manifold (see Theorem 7.13) .
Let π : M → N be a smooth submersion of an m-dimensional smooth manifold M onto an n-dimensional complex manifold N. An Ehresmann connection H on M π − − → N uniquely defines an almost CR structure on M for which the analytic tangent space is the horizontal distribution and π a CR-submersion. The CR structure on the nondegenerate Hermitian quadric Q is obtained from its Hopf fibration π if we define H to be the analytic tangent space to Q. Definition 1.1. Let M be a CR manifold of CR dimension n and CR codimension k, N an n-dimensional complex manifold. If π : M → N a CR-submersion, for which the analytic tangent space H M is the horizontal distribution of an Ehresmann connection, then we say that the CR structure of M lifts the complex structure of N.
In general, an Ehresmann connection H on M π − − → N needs to satisfy strong integrability conditions for the lifted structure to be CR. Our construction in §8 shows that any n-reductive CR structure on M can be strengthened to the lift of a complex flag manifold. This also solves the problem of determining all homogeneous n-reductive CR structures on a given smooth compact homogeneous manifold. Similar problems were considered for instance in [9, 4] .
Let us briefly describe the contents of this paper. We collected in §2 and §3 the preliminary notions on CR manifolds and homogeneous CR manifolds. In §4 we consider specifically those which are homogeneous for the action of a compact Lie group, and introduce the notion of n-reductive. In §5 we show that the intersection of the orbits of the real forms in complex flag manifolds with their Matsuki duals are n-reductive. In §6 we recall a classical construction of Chevalley (see e.g. [7] ) which is preliminary to the construction of the deployments and the lifts of §7 and §8. In §9 we make some remarks for the case of compact homogeneous CR manifolds which are not n-reductive. In the final §10 we discuss some examples.
CR manifolds and CR maps
Let M be a smooth manifold of real dimension m, and n µ , k µ ≥ 0 two integers with 2n µ + k µ = m. A CR structure µ of type (n µ , k µ ) on M is the datum of a rank n µ smooth complex vector subbundle T 0,1 M of its complexified tangent bundle CT M, with A CR-diffeomorphism is a smooth diffeomorphism φ : M → N which is at the same time a CR-immersion and a CR-submersion.
We recall the concept of strengthening a CR structure (see [5, Def. 5.8]).
Let M be a smooth manifold, ν = (N, T 0,1 N) a smooth CR manifold and φ : M → N a smooth map. The pullback φ * Z ν of Z ν is the sheaf associated to the presheaf (2.3)
Denote by φ * I ν , the C ∞ M -module generated by the pull-backs φ * ω of germs ω ∈ I ν . The elements of φ * I ν vanish on φ * Z ν and the system φ * Z ν is formally integrable. Indeed, we have
One easily verifies the following 
If φ : M → N is a smooth map, we denote by V φ the sheaf of germs of φ-vertical smooth complex vector fields on M. This is the sheaf associated to the presheaf
It is therefore natural to introduce the following generalization of the notion of CR-submersion.
Definition 2.4 (CR-spread, CR-deployment). Let
be CR manifolds and φ : M → N a smooth map.
We say that φ is a CR-spread at p 0 ∈ M if it is a smooth submersion at p 0 and, moreover
We say simply that φ is a CR-spread if φ : M → N is a smooth submersion and (2.6) φ * Z ν is the Lie algebra generated by Z µ + V φ .
We say that φ is a CR-deployment at p 0 ∈ M if it is a CR spread at p 0 and moreover dφ : T 0,1
We say simply that φ is a CR-deployment if it is a CR deployment at all points. Equivalently, a CR-deployment is a CR-spread with totally real fibers.
Roughly speaking, a CR map φ : M → N is a CR-spread when φ is a submersion and N carries the weakest CR structure for which φ is CR.
The CR spread has a nice interpretation in terms of the sheaves (1) φ is a CR-spread at p 0 ∈ M if and only if
Condition (2.8) is also sufficient when N is locally embeddable at φ(p 0 ).
We recall that N is locally embeddable at q 0 ∈ N if the real parts of germs of smooth CR functions provide coordinate patches at q 0 . This is always the case when the CR structure ν of N is real-analytic.
3. Homogeneous CR manifolds and their CR algebras 3.1. Homogeneous CR manifolds. Let G 0 be a Lie group, g 0 its Lie algebra and g = C ⊗ R g 0 its complexification. Definition 3.1. A G 0 -homogeneous CR manifold is a G 0 -homogeneous space, endowed with a G 0 -equivariant CR structure. Clearly the datum of the CR algebra at any single point of M completely defines its CR structure and we have: 
This was our motivation to introduce and discuss CR algebras in [18] . Let M be a G 0 -homogeneous CR manifold, with CR algebra (g 0 , q) at p 0 ∈ M. The complex valued G 0 -equivariant one-forms on M are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the dual g * of g which annihilate q∩q. For η ∈ (q∩q) 0 , we define η
where π : G 0 ∋ g → g · p 0 ∈ M is the natural projection. Then η * p 0 can be extended to a G 0 -equivariant one-form by setting η * g·p 0 = g * η * p 0 , for g ∈ G 0 . The ideal sheaf I M is generated, as a C ∞ M module, by the forms η * , for η varying in the annihilator q 0 = {η ∈ g * | η * (Z) = 0, ∀Z ∈ q} of q in g * .
Definition 3.4.
A CR algebra is a pair (g 0 , q), consisting of a real Lie algebra g 0 and of a complex Lie subalgebra q of its complexification g, such that the quotient g 0 /(q ∩ g 0 ) is a finite dimensional real vector space.
If M is a G 0 -homogeneous CR manifold and q is defined by (3.1), we say that the CR algebra (g 0 , q) is associated to M at p 0 .
Remark 3.5. If (g 0 , q) is associated to M at p 0 , and g ∈ G 0 , then (g 0 , Ad g (g)(q)) is associated to M at g· p 0 .
Remark 3.6. The CR-dimension and CR-codimension of M can be computed in terms of its associated CR algebra (g 0 , q). We have indeed
Definition 3.7. Let G 0 be a real form of a complex Lie group G. We say that a G 0 -homogeneous CR manifold M is G-realizable if M admits a G 0 -equivariant generic CR-embedding into a complex homogeneous space N of G. Remark 3.8. Let M be a G 0 -homogeneous CR manifold, with isotropy M 0 and CR algebra (g 0 , q) at p 0 ∈ M. Then M is G-realizable if and only if there is a closed complex Lie subgroup Q of G with Lie(Q) = q and Q ∩ G 0 = M 0 . Notation 3.9. For a linear subspace l of a Lie algebra g, we will denote by L (l) the Lie subalgebra of g generated by l:
Let M, N be G 0 -homogeneous CR manifolds and φ : M → N a G 0 -equivariant smooth map. Fix p 0 ∈ M and let (g 0 , q) be the CR algebra of M at p 0 , (g 0 , e) the CR algebra of N at φ(p 0 ), respectively. Then Proof. For (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) we refer to [18] .
Let us prove (3.6). Denote by µ, ν the CR structures of M, N, respectively. The map φ fits into a commutative diagram
It is convenient here to identify the elements of g to the corresponding left-invariant complex vector fields on G 0 . Then π * M Z µ and π * N Z ν are the distributions of complex vector fields on G 0 which are generated by the elements of q, e, respectively, and, to verify that (3.6) is necessary and sufficient for φ being a CR spread, it suffices to note that 
and a necessary and sufficient condition for µ 2 to strengthen µ 1 is that
The notion of strengthening a CR structure translates into a corresponding notion for CR algebras: Definition 3.12. We say that (g 0 , q 2 ) strengthens (g 0 , q 1 ) if (3.9) and (3.10) are satisfied.
4. Compact homogeneous CR manifolds and n-reductiveness 4.1. Splittable subalgebras of a complex reductive Lie algebra. Let κ be a reductive complex Lie algebra, and
its decomposition into the direct sum of its center and its semisimple ideal. We say that X ∈ κ is semisimple if ad(X) is a semisimple derivation of κ, and nilpotent if X ∈ s and ad(X) is nilpotent.
An equivalent formulation is obtained by considering a faithful matrix representation of κ in which the elements of z are diagonal. Semisimple and nilpotent elements correspond to semisimple and nilpotent matrices, respectively.
Each X ∈ κ admits a unique Jordan-Chevalley decomposition (4.1) X = X s + X n , with X s semisimple, X n nilpotent, and [X s , X n ] = 0.
A Lie subalgebra v of κ is splittable if, for each X ∈ v, both X s and X n belong to v.
If v is a Lie subalgebra of κ, the nilpotent elements of its radical rad(v) form a nilpotent ideal n κ (v) of v, with
where nil(v) is the nilradical, i.e. the maximal nilpotent ideal of v, and rad n (v) its nilpotent radical, i.e. the intersection of the kernels of all irreducible finite dimensional linear representations of v. Note that the nilpotent ideal n κ (v), unlike nil(v) and rad n (v), depends on the inclusion v ⊂ κ (cf. [8, §5.3 
]).
We recall (see [8, §5. 
The Lie subgroup V admits a Levi-Chevalley decomposition
Proof. The linear subspace im 0 of κ is Ad κ (M 0 )-invariant, and the unique com-
Clearly Lie(M) = m. The complex analytic Lie subgroup V n of K with Lie algebra n κ (v) is closed, is normalized by M and V n ∩ M is finite. Hence
is a closed Lie subgroup of K, with V ∩ K 0 = M 0 and Lie(V) = v. With V = K/V, the inclusion K 0 ֒→ K passes to the quotients, defining a K 0 -equivariant CR-
Later, in §5, we will encounter a large class of n-reductive compact homogeneous CR manifolds. We exhibit here an example of a compact homogeneous CR manifold M which is not n-reductive.
Example 4.6. Let K 0 = SU(n), n ≥ 3. Fix a complex symmetric non degenerate n × n matrix S and consider the subgroup V = {a ∈ SL(n, C) | a t S a = S } of SL(n, C), with Lie algebra v = {X ∈ sl(n, C) | X t S + S X = 0}. Set M 0 = V ∩ K 0 and M = K 0 /M 0 . This is a K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold with CR algebra (κ 0 , v), where κ 0 ≃ su(n), v ≃ so(n, C). If S , S * are linearly independent, then v is a semisimple Lie subalgebra of κ distinct from v ∩v.
4.3. Regular and parabolic subalgebras. Let t 0 be a maximal torus of κ 0 .
Definition 4.7. We call t 0 -regular a subalgebra v of κ which is normalized by t 0 .
The complexification t of t 0 is a Cartan subalgebra of κ. Denote by K the root system of (κ, t) and by
Lemma 4.8. A t 0 -regular subalgebra v of κ is splittable and admits a Levi-Chevalley decomposition
In particular, (κ 0 , v) is n-reductive if and only if t ∩ v ⊂v.
Proof. A t 0 -regular v admits a root-space decomposition
Thus the Lie algebra v admits a set of generators that are either semisimple or nilpotent and is splittable by [8, Ch.VII, §5]. The conjugation with respect to the real form κ 0 yields by duality the conjuga-
and (4.4) follows, as one easily checks that n κ (v) is the ideal of nilpotent elements of rad(v) = a ⊕ n κ (v) and m is reductive.
If A ∈ κ 0 , then ad κ (A) is semisimple with purely imaginary eigenvalues. The sum of the corresponding eigenspaces with positive imaginary part
is a parabolic Lie subalgebra of κ, and all parabolic subalgebras of κ have this form. The intersection of q A with κ 0 is the centralizer of A in κ 0 :
and is the union of the maximal tori of κ 0 contained in q A . Its complexification is the centralizer of A in κ and equals the intersection with its κ 0 -conjugate:
This subalgebra L(q A ) is the unique conjugation invariant reductive Levi factor in the Levi-Chevalley decomposition
Notation 4.9. In the following, for v complex subalgebra of κ, we shall use the notation
We denote by P κ the set of complex parabolic Lie subalgebras of κ.
Lemma 4.11. If q ∈ P κ , then n κ (q) = rad n (q) and (κ 0 , q) is n-reductive and totally complex.
Proof. An element q ∈ P κ contains a a maximal torus t 0 of κ 0 (see e.g. [8, Ch.VIII]). Let t = C⊗ R t 0 be its complexification, K the root system of (κ, t) and
and Q ∪ (−Q) = K because Q is parabolic, we obtain
showing that (κ 0 , q) is totally complex (see e.g. [18, p.237] ).
Morphisms of n-reductive
which is defined by the commutative diagram
in which the top horizontal arrow is inclusion and the two vertical arrows are projections along v ∩v and q ∩q, respectively. Proposition 4.12. Let v, q be complex Lie subalgebras of κ, with v ⊂ q, and assume that
-is a CR-submersion if and only if
q = n κ (v) + L(q); -
is a CR-submersion with totally real fibers if and only if
-is a CR-submersion with totally real fibers if n κ (q) = n κ (v).
In view of (3.5), this equality yields the above characterization of CR-submersion from a n-reductive CR algebra. If q = n κ (v)⊕L(q), thenq = n κ (v)⊕L(q) and we have a direct sum decomposition
An element X ∈ v ∩q uniquely decomposes as sums
. By comparing the two decompositions, we obtain that
Example 4.13. Let us consider the CR algebras (u 3 , v) and (u 3 , q) with
We have
is a CR-submersion with totally real fibers, for which n κ (q) n κ (v).
4.5. Regularity type for n-reductive CR algebras. Definition 4.14. We say that an n-reductive CR algebra (κ 0 , v) is of -type I if v is t 0 -regular, for some maximal torus t 0 of κ 0 , -type II if L(v) is t 0 -regular, for some maximal torus t 0 of κ 0 , -type III, or general, if we make no assumption on normalizing tori. 4.6. Minimal orbits of compact forms. Let K be a connected reductive complex Lie group, with Lie(K) = κ. If V is an algebraic subgroup of K, then V admits a Levi-Chevalley decomposition
The maximal compact subgroup M 0 of V r is contained in a compact form K 0 of K. The orbit M of K 0 through the base point of the complex homogeneous space V = K/V inherits from V the structure of a K 0 -homogeneous n-reductive CR manifold, with isotropy M 0 and CR algebra (κ 0 , v) at the base point, where κ 0 = Lie(K 0 ) and v = Lie(V). Since all compact forms of K are conjugated by an inner automorphism, we obtain the Proposition 4.15. Let V be the homogeneous complex manifold obtained as the quotient of a connected reductive complex manifold K by an algebraic subgroup V, and K 0 a compact form of K. Then K 0 \V contains n-reductive orbits. All n-reductive orbits in K 0 \V are CR-diffeomorphic.
The n-reductive orbits are the orbits of minimal dimension in K 0 \V.
Proof. We already proved existence. Let us prove equivalence. We can assume that the orbit M through the base point p 0 is n-reductive. Let p 1 = g 1 V, g 1 ∈ K, and assume that also M ′ = K 0 p 1 is n-reductive. This means that K 0 ∩ ad(g 1 )(V) is a maximal compact subgroup of ad(g 1 )(V), i.e. that ad(g −1 1 )(K 0 ) ∩ V is a maximal compact subgroup of V. By the conjugacy of maximal compact subgroups, there
This shows that the translation in V by g 1 ·g 2 transforms M onto M ′ . This map is a biholomorphism of V and then its restriction to
The fact that the n-reductive orbits have minimal dimension follows because the isotropy M p of a K 0 -orbit M at a point p = g · p 0 is a reductive subgroup of ad(g)(V), and therefore dim R M 0 ≤ dim C V r , and we have equality if and only if M 0 is a maximal compact subgroup of ad(g)(V).
4.7. n-reductive structures on compact homogeneous spaces. Let K 0 be a connected compact Lie group and M a K 0 -homogeneous space, with isotropy M 0 at p 0 ∈ M. With Lie(M 0 ) = m 0 , m = C ⊗ R m 0 , the CR algebra (κ 0 , m) defines on M the trivial totally real CR structure. In accordance with Theorem 4.5, there is a reductive complex Lie subgroup M of the complexification K of K 0 such that, with
which is Stein because K is Stein and M is the complexification of the compact subgroup M 0 (see [16] ).
We have − − → V (see [6] ). Since ı V is real analytic, it extends uniquely to a holomorphic submersion M C π V − − → V (after shrinking V and M C , if needed). Since M has in M C a fundamental system of Stein neighborhoods, we can say that M admits a complexification (M C , D) with a Stein M C and D yielding a fibration on a generic complex neighborhood V of M.
In this more general context, the leaves of D are also called Segre varieties of M.
For further reference, we collect below some general notions on foliated complex manifolds.
Definition 4.20.
A foliated complex manifold is a pair (E, D) consisting of a complex manifold E and an integrable holomorphic distribution (of constant rank)
A class of n-reductive compact homogeneous CR manifolds
In this section we describe a large class of n-reductive compact homogeneous CR manifold, which are CR submanifolds of complex flag manifolds. Although it could be proved that these manifolds are n-reductive by using the results in §4.6, we give a direct and more explicit proof of this fact. 5.1. Complex flag manifolds. Let G be a connected complex algebraic Lie group and F a parabolic subgroup of G. If g = Lie(G), f = Lie(F), we have
The group F is connected and F = G/F is a complex projective variety. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g, contained in f. Its elements are semisimple. Let h R be the set of H ∈ h for which ad(H) has real eigenvalues. Then ih R is a maximal torus in g, and there is a compact form u 0 of g containing ih R . The analytic subgroup U 0 with Lie(U 0 ) = u 0 is a maximal compact subgroup of G and acts transitively on F. Let τ be the conjugation on g defined by the real form u 0 . There is a unique Levi-Chevalley decomposition
where n g (f) is the ideal of the nilpotent elements of rad(f), and coincides with its nilradical, and L τ (f) is its τ-invariant reductive Levi factor, which further decomposes into the direct sum of its center z τ (f) and its semisimple ideal s τ (f). Let A be any element of maximal rank in z τ (f) ∩ h R . Then the isotropy at the base point p 0 of the transitive action of U 0 on F is the group
We observe that F can be viewed as an U 0 -homogeneous totally complex CR manifold, with isotropy F 0 and CR algebra (u 0 , f) at the base point.
5.2. Orbits of a real form. Let G 0 be a real form of G, g 0 = Lie(G 0 ), and denote by σ(X) =X the conjugation in g defined by g 0 . We consider the G 0 -orbit E through the base point p 0 of F = G/F. It is a G 0 -homogeneous CR manifold, having at the base point p 0 isotropy
and CR algebra (g 0 , f). With this structure, E is a generic CR-submanifold of F.
Mostow fibration.
A pair (θ, h 0 ), consisting of a Cartan involution θ of g 0 and a θ-invariant Cartan subalgebra h 0 of g 0 contained in f was called in [5] adapted to (g 0 , f). If (θ, h 0 ) is adapted, the involutions θ and σ commute and their composition τ = σ • θ is the conjugation with respect to a compact form u 0 of g, for which we have (5.2).
The complexification h of h 0 is a Cartan subalgebra of g contained in f. Let R ⊂ h * R be the root system of (g, h),
The set F = {α ∈ R | α(A) ≥ 0} = {α ∈ R | g α ⊂ f} is the parabolic set of f. It decomposes into the disjoint union F = F n ∪ F r , with F n = {α | α(A) > 0} and
Consider the Cartan decomposition associated to θ:
Then K 0 = U 0 ∩ G 0 has Lie algebra κ 0 and is a maximal compact subgroup of G 0 . In [5, §10] we noticed that E admits a Mostow fibration (see [20, 21] ), whose basis M is the K 0 orbit through the base point p 0 ; it is a K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold, with isotropy
and CR algebra (κ 0 , v), with v = f ∩ κ, at p 0 . We observe that M 0 is maximally compact in E 0 , and is its deformation retract. In particular, M 0 and E 0 have the same number of connected components (see e.g. [5, §10]). We recall that M 0 is connected when M is a minimal orbit (see [3, §8] ).
The K 0 -orbit M in F is the intersection of a K-orbit E * with the G 0 -orbit E in F corresponding to E * in the Matsuki duality (cf. [15] ). The K-orbit E * provides a generic CR-embedding and a K-realization of M. In general, the CR-embedding M ֒→ F is not generic, unless E is the minimal orbit: indeed in this case M = E and E * is open in F (see [25, 3] ).
The base of the Mostow fibration.
In this subsection we will show that M is n-reductive, i.e. that M is a minimal K 0 -orbit in E * , and investigate some features of the algebra v = f ∩ κ which describes its CR structure.
Having fixed an adapted (θ, h 0 ), we use (5.6) to split h 0 into its toroidal and vectorial parts:
The involutions σ, θ, τ act on h R , yielding by duality involutions σ * , θ * , τ * on h * R , which restrict to permutations of R.
We use the notation
for the sets of real, imaginary and complex (meaning neither real nor imaginary) roots. Imaginary roots are further subdivided into compact and noncompact:
be the projection on κ along p.
Lemma 5.1. There is a set R + of positive roots with the property that
yielding a direct sum decomposition of κ:
Proof. The existence of a set of positive roots satisfying (5.10) is, e.g., a consequence of [5, Lemma 4.3]. Then (5.11) follows because π(g α ) = π(g −ᾱ ) for all α ∈ R and π(g α ) = {0} for α ∈ R nc .
Lemma 5.2. Let F be the parabolic set of f and
Proof. An X ∈ f uniquely decomposes as
we obtain X α 0 =⇒ −ᾱ ∈ F and θ(X α ) = X −ᾱ ∈ f. This yields (5.12).
Split F θ into the two subsets
Lemma 5.3. F θ , F θ r , F θ n are closed set of roots.
Lemma 5.4. Let n g (f) be the ideal of the nilpotent elements of the radical of f. Then
Proof. Set y = {X + θ(X) | X ∈ n g (f), θ(X) ∈ f}. First we prove that y is an ideal in v. In fact, we have
. We need to prove that also X + θ(X) is nilpotent. To this aim, we observe that (ad(X + θ(X))) m (Y) is a sum of terms of the form [Z 1 , . . . , Z m , Y] with Z i ∈ {X, θ(X)} for i = 1, . . . , m.
Since n g (f) is an algebra of nilpotent elements of g, there is some integer ν such
To prove our claim, we argue by recurrence on m. In fact, when m = ν, ( * ) is clearly satisfied. Assume now that m > ν and that ( * ) is true for commutators of a lesser number of elements. Clearly [X 1 , . . . , X m , Y] = 0 when all X i 's belong to n g (f). Take now X 1 , . . . , X m ∈ f with at least ν elements in n g (f) and at least one, say Using the fact that θ is an automorphism of g, it follows that also the terms [Z 1 , . . . , Z m , Y] for which at least ν elements equal θ(X) are zero, showing that (ad(X + θ(X))) 2ν−1 = 0.
This proves that y is an ideal of nilpotent elements in v. Hence, y ⊂ n κ (v). From
and the decomposition (5.12) of v in Lemma 5.2 we obtain that
is a reductive complement of y in v. Hence y = n κ (v).
We summarize the results obtained so far in this section by the following Theorem 5.5. Let (g 0 , f) be a CR algebra with g 0 semisimple and f parabolic in the complexification g of g 0 , (θ, h 0 ) an adapted pair, κ 0 = {X ∈ g 0 | θ(X) = X} the corresponding maximal compact subalgebra of g 0 , κ its complexification and
We also have Proposition 5.6. The closed Lie group V = F ∩ K admits a Levi-Chevalley decomposition
Proof. Indeed G is an algebraic group and V is an algebraic subgroup of G, hence admitting a Levi-Chevalley decomposition (5.17) (see e.g. [22, Ch.6] ).
Example 5.7. Consider the minimal orbit M of SU(2, 3) in the complex flag manifold of lines and 3-planes of C 5 :
This is the minimal orbit described by the cross marked Satake diagram
Let h be defined by the anti-diagonal matrix
We give below a matrix description of the complexification κ of the maximal compact subalgebra κ 0 = s(u 2 × u 3 ) of su 2,3 , of v = f ∩ κ, and of its normalizer in κ:
The normalizer
of κ ∩ f does not contain any maximal torus in κ, and hence v is not regular. This example shows that we cannot expect, in general, that the basis M of the Mostow fibration of a G 0 -orbit has a t 0 -regular v.
We have indeed 
is an adapted pair with h 0 ⊂ f maximally compact, then there exists a maximal system of strongly orthogonal real roots {α 1 , . . . , α r } in F n such that 
is an adapted pair with h 0 ⊂ f maximally compact, then there exists a maximal system of strongly orthogonal real roots {α 1 , . . . , α r } in F n such that
In particular, v is regular in κ when f ∩ g 0 contains a maximal torus of g 0 .
Proof. Fix a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra h 0 adapted to (g 0 , f). Then F r does not contain any real root and every θ-invariant maximal torus of g 0 can be obtained by applying to h 0 the Cayley transform with respect to a maximal set {α 1 , . . . , α r } of strongly orthogonal real roots contained in F n (see [13] ). If β ∈ F and β + α i ∈ R, then β + α i ∈ F n . This gives the equivalence (1)⇔(3). We prove the equivalence (2)⇔(3) using the Cayley transform with respect to a maximal system of strongly orthogonal real roots in F r . Assume that (c) holds true. We want to prove that we have also (3). Indeed, assume by contradiction that there are β ∈ F θ and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, with α i + β ∈ R. Since ±β, ±β ∈ F , we have α 1 + β, α i +β ∈ F n . By the assumption that α 1 + β, α i +β ∈ F θ we get a contradiction, because also θ * (α 1 +β) = −α 1 −β, θ * (α i +β) = −α i −β ∈ F , and this gives in particular α i + β ∈ F r .
The equivalence (a)⇔(b)⇔(c) is then proved with arguments similar to those used to show that (1)⇔(2)⇔(3).
In Example 5.7, denoting by α 1 , . . . , α 4 the simple roots in the Satake diagram, we have F n = {α 1 , α 1 +α 2 , α 1 +α 2 +α 3 , α 1 +α 2 +α 3 +α 4 , α 2 +α 3 , α 2 +α 3 +α 4 , α 3 , α 3 +α 4 },
Since F n ∩ R re is the unique maximal system of strongly orthogonal real roots in F , this shows that v does not satisfy (b).
Example 5.9. Let M be the minimal orbit of SO(3, 5) in the flag F of the 3-planes contained in the complex quadric of CP 7 , associated to the cross-marked Satake diagram We have F = F n ∪ F r and F θ = F θ n ∪ F θ r with
The maximal sets of strongly orthogonal real roots are the sets E i, j = {e i ± e j } for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3. Then condition (2) is not satisfied and L(v) is not t 0 -regular for any maximal torus t 0 in κ 0 ≃ (so 3 ⊕ so 5 ).
Parabolic regularization
In this section, κ is a reductive complex Lie algebra. Starting from any complex Lie subalgebra v of κ, we describe a canonical regularization procedure to associate to v a suitable parabolic subalgebra w of κ.
Lemma 6.1. Let v be a Lie subalgebra of a reductive Lie algebra κ. Define by recurrence
Then we obtain two non decreasing sequences of Lie subalgebras
Moreover, n κ (v m ), being a nilpotent ideal of v m+1 , is contained in rad(v m+1 ). It consists of nilpotent elements and therefore n κ (v m ) ⊂ n κ (v m+1 ).
We have (see [24, 7, 12] ): Proposition 6.2. The sequences (6.2) and (6.3) stabilize and
The Lie subalgebra w = m v m is parabolic in κ.
Proof. The first assertions follows because (6.2) and (6.3) are increasing sequences of linear subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space.
Assume that w = v h for all h ≥ m. Since n κ (w) is a characteristic ideal of w, we have w ⊂ N κ (w) ⊂ N κ (n κ (w)) = w. Hence w is its own normalizer and equals the normalizer of n κ (w). Then the statement follows from Lemma 6.3 below.
We have (see e.g. [19, 24, 23, 7, 12] ) Lemma 6.3. Let w be a Lie subalgebra of κ, and assume that, for n = n κ (w),
Then w is parabolic in κ.
The proof of Lemma 6.3 utilizes the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let w be a complex Lie subalgebra of κ and r any solvable subalgebra of w. Then there exists an inner automorphism ψ of w such that
Proof. First assume that w is reductive. Then, taking any Borel subalgebra b of w containing r, we obtain the statement as a consequence of the existence in w of a Borel subalgebra opposite to b (see e.g. [8, 10] ).
In general, we note that the quotient w/ n κ (w) is reductive and apply the previous argument to its solvable subalgebra (r + n κ (w))/ n κ (w). 
The existence of such a pair (b, b ′ ) is granted by Lemma 6.4. Indeed, any Borel subalgebra r of w is the intersection of w with a Borel subalgebra b of κ, and the inner automorphism ψ of w extends to an inner automorphism of κ, so that
Since all Borel subalgebras of w contain n, we actually have
We obtain that n κ (b ∩ b ′ ) = n, because otherwise we would have n N n κ (b∩b ′ ) (n). It follows that b ∩ b ′ ⊂ w and, in particular, that w contains a Cartan subalgebra t of κ. Let K be the root system of (κ, t), set K + = {α ∈ K | κ α ⊂ b}, and denote by B the set of simple roots of K + . To prove that w is parabolic, it suffices to show that κ β ⊂ w for all β ∈ B, since this implies that b ⊂ w. Assume by contradiction that κ β w for some β ∈ B. Then κ β b ′ . Hence κ −β ⊂ b ′ . Consider the Borel subalgebra
We have b ∩ w ⊂ b ′′ ∩ w and the two sets are equal because b ∩ w is maximal solvable in w. Then b ′ , b ′′ are Borel subalgebras of κ whose intersections with w are Borel subalgebras of w, and
This implies, by the previous argument, that κ −β ⊂ b ′ ∩ b ′′ ⊂ w. But this in turns brings κ −β ⊂ n, contradicting the inclusion n ⊂ b. The proof is complete.
Definition 6.5. We call the Lie subalgebra w of Proposition 6.2 the parabolic regularization of v in κ.
The deployment theorem
Let K 0 be a connected compact Lie group, M a K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold, with isotropy subgroup M 0 and CR algebra (κ 0 , v) at a point p 0 ∈ M. We set
Let P κ be the set of all parabolic subalgebras of κ. Recall that, for q ∈ P κ , the intersection L(q) = q ∩q is the reductive Levi factor of a Levi-Chevalley decomposition of q (see Lemma 4.11). For q ∈ P κ , we set
With the K 0 -equivariant CR structure (κ 0 , q) at the base point, N q is a complex flag manifold of κ. Its complex structure only depends on the pair (κ, q) (see e.g. [25] ).
Moreover, N q is simply connected and the isotropy subgroup N q is the centralizer of a torus of κ 0 . Set
for the semisimple ideal and the center of its canonical reductive factor L(q). Then N q is the centralizer of the torus z 0 (q) = z(q) ∩ κ 0 , and
The obvious equivariant fibrations of complex flag manifolds yield the inclusions
The existence of the parabolic regularization proves the following Proposition 7.1. For all complex subalgebras v of κ the set
is nonempty.
This is equivalent to the condition that M 0 ⊂ N q . Set
For instance, in Example 5.7, the isotropy subgroup M 0 at the base point consists of the diagonal matrices of the form diag(exp(it 1 ), exp(it 2 ), exp(it 3 ), exp(it 2 ), exp(it 1 )), with 2t 1 + 2t 2 + t 3 = 0. and hence is connected. In fact, this is always the case when M is the minimal orbit of a real form in a complex flag manifold (see [3] ).
If M 0 0 is the connected component of the identity in M 0 , thenM = K 0 /M 0 0 is a K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold with the same CR algebra (κ 0 , v) at all points in the fiber of p 0 . Hence the K 0 -equivariant covering mapπ :M → M is a CRsubmersion and a local CR-diffeomorphism with finite discrete fiber.
Proof. The first equality follows because n κ (q) is a characteristic ideal; the second because M 0 ⊂ K 0 , and L(q) is the unique σ-invariant reductive complement of n κ (q) in q. Here σ is the conjugation of κ with respect to the real form κ 0 . Stabilizing L(q), Ad κ (M 0 ) also stabilizes its center and its semisimple ideal.
which is a CR map. If M is n-reductive, then π q has totally real fibers.
Proof. We only need to prove the last statement. Assume that M is n-reductive. Every X ∈ v uniquely decomposes as a sum
. This shows that v ∩q = m. Therefore the fibers of π q are totally real by the criterion (3.7) of Proposition 3.10.
Proposition 7.6.
(
Proof. (1) follows from (7.2).
(2). Consider the sequence of Lie subalgebras defined by (6.1). For each i = 1, 2, . . ., set
showing that Ad κ (g)(X) ∈ v i+1 . Therefore we have
Proposition 7.7. Let v be a complex Lie subalgebra of κ. If q is any maximal (with respect to inclusion) element of
Proof. Let q be any maximal element of P κ (v) and fix a maximal torus t 0 in L(q).
With z = z(q), following [14] , we define the z-roots as the non zero elements ν of the dual z * R of z R = i z 0 (q) for which
The set Z of the z-roots is a finite subset of z * R , with the properties that
there exists an ordering in z * R such that n κ (q) = ν>0 κ ν ; there is a system of linearly independent positive simple roots ν 1 , . . . , ν ℓ such that every positive ν ∈ Z uniquely decomposes as ν = We claim that κ ν i ∩(n κ (v)+L(q)) {0} for i = 1, . . . , ℓ. Assume by contradiction that there is j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, such that κ ν j ∩(n κ (v)+L(q)) = {0}. Then we consider the parabolic q ′ = q ⊕ κ −ν j . Since the elements X of n κ (v) uniquely decompose as sums X = X 0 + ν>0 X ν , with X 0 ∈ L(q) and X ν ∈ κ ν , we have
This would give′ ∈ P κ (v), contradicting the maximality of q. Therefore
and this implies (7.7).
We obtain, from Proposition 7.5 and Proposition 7.7,
The connected compact Lie group K 0 admits a linearization and hence a complexification K, which is unique modulo isomorphisms. Let V = K/V be the K-realization of M (see Theorem 4.5) and N q = K/Q the complex flag manifold associated to the parabolic q of κ. We have: Theorem 7.9 (factoring through the realization). Let q ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ) and Q be the analytic Lie subgroup of K with Lie(Q) = q. Then V ⊂ Q, and we obtain a commutative diagram:
where the top horizontal arrow is a generic CR-embedding and a K-realization, the right vertical arrow is a holomorphic submersion and the bottom horizontal arrow is an extension of the holomorphic action of K 0 on N q to a holomorphic action of its complexification K. Hence π q is the restriction to M of a holomorphic submersion of the ambient space V.
If, moreover, n κ (v) ⊂ n κ (q), then the fibers ofπ q are Stein.
Proof. We know from Theorem 4.5 that the complex Lie subgroup V has a LeviChevalley decomposition V = V n M, where V n is the analytic Lie subgroup of K with Lie algebra n κ (v) and
, then M 0 ⊂ Q and hence also V ⊂ Q because M 0 is a maximal compact subgroup of V, and hence all connected components of V intersect M 0 . This gives the first part of the statement. Assume now that q ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ) and n κ (v) ⊂ n κ (q). Then Q has a Levi-Chevalley decomposition Q = Q n Q r , with analytic complex Lie subgroups Q n , Q r with Lie(Q n ) = n κ (q), Lie(Q r ) = L(q).
Since M ⊂ Q r and Q n is a normal Lie subgroup of Q, the product
is a closed Lie subgroup of K. Since we assumed that n κ (v) ⊂ n κ (q), we have V n ⊂ Q n and thus the inclusions V ⊂ Q n M ⊂ Q yield a commutative diagram
, and therefore is complex Euclidean. The fiber of π 2 is Q/(Q n M) ≃ Q r /M and hence Stein because Q r is Stein and M is the complexification of the compact subgroup M 0 (see [16] ). Then Q/V is the total space of a fibration Q/V → Q/(Q n M) with a Stein base and complex Euclidean fibers and therefore is Stein by [17] .
Example 7.10. In the proof of Proposition 7.7 we show that the root spaces corresponding to the simple positive z-roots belong to the L(q)-module generated by n κ (v)+L(q). A natural question arises whether, in the definition of CR-spread, one could substitute to L (n κ (v)+L(q)) the L(q)-module generated by n κ (v)+L(q). We provide an example showing that the statement of Theorem 7.8 does not hold with this stronger notion of CR-deployment. Let κ 0 = so(7). Fix a maximal torus t 0 in κ 0 , let K = {±e i , ±e j ± e h | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j < h ≤ 3} the root space of (κ, t). Take v = κ e 1 −e 3 ⊕ κ e 2 . This is an Abelian Lie algebra of nilpotent elements. The parabolic regularization w of v is the Borel subalgebra associated to the standard ordering of K, corresponding to the cross-marked Satake diagram:
× × ×
There are exactly two maximal parabolic subalgebra in P κ (v) which contain w. The first maximal q ∈ P κ (v), with w ⊂ q, is associated to the cross-marked Satake diagram e 1 − e 2 e 2 − e 3 e 3 + 3
×
We have Q n = {e 1 , e 2 , e 1 ±e 3 , e 2 ±e 3 , e 1 +e 2 }, Q r = {±e 3 , ±(e 1 −e 2 )} and, accordingly, the centralizer z of L(q) in t consists of the elements H ∈ t with e 1 (H) = e 2 (H) and e 3 (H) = 0. The z-roots are {±ν, ±2ν}, with
We note that v ⊂ κ ν . Hence q is generated by v + L(q) as a Lie algebra, but not as an L(q)-Lie module. The other possible choice of a maximal q ∈ P κ (v) with w ⊂ q corresponds to the cross-marked Satake diagram e 1 − e 2 e 2 − e 3 e 3 + 3
× ×
In this case, Q n = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 1 ± e 2 , e 1 ± e 3 , e 2 + e 3 }, Q r = {±(e 2 − e 3 )}. The corresponding set of z-roots yields κ ν 1 = {e 1 − e 2 , e 1 − e 3 }, κ ν 2 = {e 2 , e 3 }, κ ν 1 +ν 2 = {e 1 }, κ ν 1 +2ν 2 = {e 1 + e 2 , e 1 + e 3 }, κ 2ν 2 = {e 2 + e 3 }.
We note that v ∩ κ ν 1 = κ e 1 −e 2 {0}, v ∩ κ ν 2 = κ e 3 {0}, and v = v ∩ κ ν 1 ⊕v ∩ κ ν 2 . Also in this case v + L(q) generates q as a Lie subalgebra, but not as an L(q)-Lie module. This example also shows that, in general, deployments corresponding to different maximal elements of P κ (v, M 0 ) may be non equivalent.
7.1. Characterization of P κ (v, M 0 ). For every A ∈ κ 0 , ad κ (A) is semisimple and has purely imaginary eigenvalues. We associate to A ∈ κ 0 the parabolic subalgebra
As we already noted in §5.1, the corresponding complex manifold N q A is the totally complex K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold with isotropy
and CR algebra (κ 0 , q A ) at the base point p 0 .
Theorem 7.11. With
we have:
Proof. Let us denote by P the right hand side of (7.11). By (7.9), we have the inclusion P κ (v, M 0 ) ⊂ P. The opposite inclusion is obvious, and hence we have equality. 
of K-equivariant fibrations, and moreover φ, φ r have Stein fibers, andφ is a deployment of foliated complex manifolds.
Lifted CR structures
We keep the notation of §7. Our next goal is to describe all horocyclic nreductive K 0 -homogeneous CR structures of a given K 0 -space M. In fact, we take up the slightly more general question of strengthening a given n-reductive K 0 -homogeneous CR structure on M. The totally real M corresponds indeed to the choice of the trivial n-reductive K 0 -equivariant CR structure defined at p 0 by (κ 0 , m). Throughout this section we will always assume that M is n-reductive, i.e. that
We begin with a simple algebraic lemma.
is a complex Lie algebra with n κ (v q ) = n κ (v)+n κ (q), and admits a Levi-Chevalley decomposition with reductive Levi factor m. In particular, L(v q ) = v q ∩v q = m.
is a Lie subalgebra of κ, containing n κ (q) as an ideal of nilpotent elements. Moreover, n κ (v) + n κ (q) is also an ideal in v q which consists of nilpotent elements and has the reductive complement m. Proof. It suffices to notice that, since q ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ), the subalgebras v and n κ (q) are both Ad κ (M 0 )-invariant. Hence v q is Ad κ (M 0 )-invariant. Using Lemma 8.1, the statement follows from Proposition 3.3.
Remark 8.3. The set P κ (m, M 0 ) parameterizes the horocyclic n-reductive K 0 -homogeneous CR structures on M = K 0 /M 0 . These are the ones which are defined at the base point by a CR algebra of the form (κ 0 , m ⊕ n κ (q)), with q ∈ P κ (m).
Notation 8.4.
We denote by M q the K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold with isotropy M 0 and CR algebra (κ 0 , v q ) at the base point, described in Proposition 8.2.
We get from Proposition 7.5, Lemma 8.1 and Proposition 8.2:
is a CR lift.
Proposition 8.6 (realization)
. Let K be a complexification of K 0 .
and Q = {g ∈ K | Ad κ (g)(q) = q} the parabolic subgroup with Lie(Q) = q.
Then V q ⊂ Q and we obtain a commutative diagram
where the top horizontal arrow is the K-realization of M q , the bottom horizontal arrow is an extension of holomorphic action from K 0 to K, and the right vertical arrowπ q is a K-equivariant holomorphic fibration with Stein fibers.
Proof. It suffices to apply Theorem 7.9 to M q , using (2) of Proposition 8.13. We note that the semisimple real Lie group S q is compact and algebraic.
Lemma 8.8. We have Ad κ 0 (g)(s q ) = s q and ad(g)(S q ) = S q for all g ∈ M 0 .
Then also the semisimple ideal s q of L 0 (q) is Ad κ 0 (M 0 )-invariant. Hence the analytic Lie subgroup S q generated by s q is ad(M 0 )-invariant.
Proof. The product (8.6) is a group by Lemma 8.8 and is contained in N q A because both M 0 and S q are contained in N q A .
Lemma 8.10. The quotient L q /M 0 is a homogeneous space of homotopic characteristic Let L q be the K 0 -homogeneous CR manifold with isotropy L q and CR algebra (κ 0 , m + n κ (q) + C ⊗ R s q ) at the base point.
By the preceding discussion we obtain:
in which the fibers of η q are homogeneous spaces of homotopic characteristic c q and the fibers of ψ q are real tori.
Proof. In fact the typical fiber of η q is L q /M 0 , and the fibers of ψ q are quotients of tori.
8.2. Maximal CR structures. Proposition 7.6 shows that the problem of finding the CR-strengthenings M q of an n-reductive M is equivalent to find the minimal elements of P κ (v, M 0 ). We shall prove that there is essentially a unique n-reductive maximal CR structure on M (see Remark 8.14).
is a parabolic subalgebra of κ which belongs to P κ (v, M 0 ).
Proof. Fix a Cartan subalgebra t of κ contained in q 1 ∩ q 2 and let K be the root system of (κ, t). Then there are A 1 , A 2 ∈ t R = {H ∈ t | ad(H) has real eigenvalues} such that
If ǫ > 0 is so small that |α(A 2 )| < ǫ −1 |α(A 1 )| for all roots α with α(A 1 ) 0, then
Indeed q contains t and κ α ⊂ q if and only if either α(A 1 ) > 0, or α(A 1 ) = 0 and α(A 2 ) ≥ 0. This proves that q is parabolic in κ. It belongs to P κ (v, M 0 ) because, by Lemma 7.4, the right hand side of (8.8) is a sum of Ad κ (M 0 )-invariant subalgebras, and
Proof. Let q 1 , q 2 be two elements of P κ (v, M 0 ). By Lemma 8.12, q = n κ (q 1 ) + q 1 ∩q 2 is parabolic and belongs to P κ (v, M 0 ). If q 1 is minimal, then q = q 1 . Hence q 1 ∩ q 2 contains a reductive Levi-factor υ of q 1 , which is also a maximal reductive subalgebra of q 1 ∩ q 2 . If also q 2 is minimal, then, by the same argument, υ is also a reductive Levi factor of q 2 . Thus we have L(q 1 ) ∼ υ ∼ L(q 2 ) with respect to Int(κ). Since both L(q 1 ) and L(q 2 ) are complexifications of subalgebras of κ 0 , they are also Int(κ 0 )-conjugate, and hence Ad κ (K 0 )-conjugate. This proves (1) .
Let q 1 be any element of P κ (v, M 0 ) and q 2 be the parabolic regularization of v. We recall that q 2 ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ) and n κ (v) ⊂ q 2 . Then q = n κ (q 1 ) + q 1 ∩q 2 belongs to P κ (v, M 0 ) and (n κ (q 1 )+n κ (q 2 )∩q 1 ) ⊂ n κ (q) because it is an ideal of q consisting of nilpotent elements. If q 1 is minimal, we have q = q 1 and hence n κ (q) = n κ (q 1 ) yields n κ (v) ⊂ n κ (q 2 ) ∩ q 1 ⊂ n κ (q 1 ), proving (2).
Remark 8.14. If q 1 , q 2 ∈ P κ have Int(κ)-conjugate reductive Levi factors, then there is an element g ∈ K 0 such that g 2 = Ad κ (g)(g 1 ).
This follows from the observations that:
, then there is an element of the normalizer in K 0 of a maximal torus t 0 of L(q 1 ) ∩ L(q 2 ) ∩ κ 0 that transforms q 1 into q 2 .
The g-translation on N q 1 realizes a biholomorphism between N q 1 and N q 2 .
If moreover q 1 , q 2 ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ), we have a commutative diagram
in which π q 1 , g · π q 1 , π q 2 , g −1 · π q 2 are all CR-lifts, but in which the left translation on M in the top horizontal line is not CR when q 1 q 2 . Let us use the notation of §8.1. In particular, t 0 is a maximal torus of κ 0 containing a maximal torus τ 0 of m 0 and z 0 = {A ∈ t 0 | Ad κ (g)(A) = A, ∀g ∈ M 0 }. We have the following complement to Proposition 8.11. Proposition 8.16. Let A ∈ z 0 and q = q A ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ).
A necessary and sufficient condition for having c q = 0 is that q is minimal in P κ (v, M 0 ) and
A necessary condition in order that there exists q ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ) c q = 0 is that (κ 0 , m) be of type II.
When this condition is satisfied, and M 0 is connected, then c q = 0 for all minimal q A ∈ P κ (m, M 0 ).
A generalization
If we drop the assumption that (κ 0 , v) is n-reductive, only part of Lemma 8.1 remains valid. Namely we obtain: Lemma 9.1. Let v be any complex Lie algebra and q ∈ P κ (v, M 0 ).
Proof. If q ∈ P κ (v), then v ⊂ q and hence [v, n κ (q)] ⊂ [q, n κ (q)] ⊂ n κ (q) shows that v q = v + n κ (q) is a Lie subalgebra of κ, containing n κ (q) as an ideal of nilpotent elements. It follows that rad(v q ) = rad v + n κ (q) and hence n κ (v q ) = n κ (v) + n κ (q). Moreover, both v and n κ (q) are Ad κ (M 0 )-invariant, and hence also v q is Ad κ (M 0 )-invariant.
Lemma 9.2. Let L q be the analytic Lie subgroup of K 0 with Lie algebra v q ∩ κ 0 . Then
If we denote by K = {±e 1 , ±e 2 , ±e 1 ± e 2 } the root system of κ with respect to its Cartan subalgebra t :
Then v is regular, described by
The set V n is the horocyclic set corresponding to the parabolic set Q = Q n ∪ Q r , with Q n = V n and Q r = {±(e 1 − e 2 )} which defines the parabolic subalgebra
Correspondingly, the basis N q of the fibration M 
the latest being the parabolic subalgebra corresponding to the Satake diagram above. In this case n κ (v) = n κ (v 1 ), so that all terms in the sequence (6.2) are equal. Note that κ 0 ∩q ≃ u(2) and thus N q is the Hermitian symmetric space Sp(2)/U(2). The fiber is SU(2)/U(1) ≃ S 2 , realizing M as an S 2 -bundle over N q . Example 10.2. Our next example is type II.
Consider the real form g 0 = su 1,3 of g = sl 4 (C), take the minimal orbit M corresponding to the cross marked Satake diagram Again, the parabolic q is minimal in P κ (v) and corresponds to the complete complex flag manifold of SL 3 (C), associated to the diagram
× ×
The CR algebra (κ 0 , v q ), with v q = n κ (q) + v ∩v, defines a CR manifold M q that is obtained from M by a K 0 -equivariant strengthening of the CR structure. The corresponding CR fibration M q π q − −− → N q is a circle bundle. Note that the CR structure of M q is not G 0 -equivariant and thus it is not equivalent to the CR structure of the minimal orbit of Example 10.2.
Denote by M 1 , M 2 the CR manifolds M and M q of Examples 10.2,10.3, respectively. They correspond to the datum of two different CR structures on the same underlying smooth manifold. Let us describe geometrically their projections into the complete complex flag manifold N q of SL 3 (C).
Fix a Hermitian symmetric form σ in C 4 of signature (1, 3) and two σ-orthogonal subspaces V 1 , V 3 on which σ is definite. From the CR manifold M 1 of σ-isotropic two-planes L 2 of C 4 the CR-submersion M 1 → N q is defined by
while the CR-submersion M 2 → N q from the CR manifold M 2 of L 1 ⊂ L 2 with a σ-isotropic line L 1 and a σ-isotropic 2-plane L 2 containing L 1 , is given by U(3) ). The fibration can be described explicitly by fixing in C 5 a Hermitian symmetric form σ of signature (2, 3) and two σ-orthogonal subspaces V 2 , V 3 on which the form is definite. We associate to the flag (ℓ 1 , ℓ 3 ) ∈ M 3 the point (ℓ 1 + V 3 ) ∩ V 2 of P(V 2 ) ≃ CP 1 and the flag (ℓ 3 ∩ V 3 , (l 3 ∩ V 3 + (l 1 + V 2 ) ∩ V 3 )) ∈ Gr 1,2 (V 3 ). The manifold N q is described by the cross marked Satake diagram
× × ×
We note that in this case the corresponding S(U(2) × U(3))-equivariant CR map π : M → N q is a smooth submersion, and a CR-deployment, but not a CR submersion. The space E q N q = p∈π −1 (q) dπ(T 0,1 p M) is a hypersurface in T 0,1 q N q for all q ∈ N q and a non formally integrable complex distribution. This example explains the importance of considering commutators in Definition 2.4.
